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Only The GO Size is Different
After Coating on External Metric Threads

O

f all the questions I answer each month, the
one that still occurs with the greatest frequency
is related to the proper gaging size requirements for
external threads after they are plated or coated. In this
article,
.
I will address the answers regarding external metric
threads.
The majority of screw and bolt drawings for metric
parts designate “6g Threads” and then go on to specify
plating somewhere else on the drawing. Herein lies the
source of confusion. Below are the specific statements
from the thread standards ISO 965/2 and ASME
B1.13M, which state which thread gages should be
used on standard threads before and after coating or
plating.

ISO 965/2 Statement About Coated Thread
Gaging
3 Remarks
For coated threads, the tolerances apply to the parts
before coating, unless otherwise stated. After coating,
the actual thread profile shall not in any point trans-

gress the maximum material limits for the position H
or h respectively.

ASME B1.13 Statement About Coated Thread
Gaging
8.2 Material Limits for Coated Threads
Unless otherwise specified, size limits for standard
external thread tolerance Class 6g and 4g6g apply prior
to coating. The external thread allowance may thus be
used to accommodate the coating thickness on coated
parts, provided that the maximum coating thickness
is no more than one-fourth of the allowance. Thus, a
6g thread after coating is subject to acceptance using
a basic size 6h and 4g6g GO thread, a 4h6h GO thread
gage. Minimum material, LO or NOT GO gages would
be 6g and 4g6g, respectively. Where external thread
has no allowance, or allowance must be maintained
after coating, and for standard internal threads, sufficient allowance must be provided prior to coating to
assure that finished product threads do not exceed the
maximum-material limits specified.
These statements mean that the threads described
on a drawing as “6g” are to be inspected using the size
limits for 6g before coating or plating. This means
that the Class 6g GO and 6g NOGO limits and gages
must be used to inspect and accept the before coated
or plated threads.
After the threaded parts are coated or plated, they
must be inspected using the 6h GO thread limits and
gages and the 6g NOGO limits and gages for inspection and acceptance.
A drawing designating a “6g” thread and also designating plating or coating must use the following limits
and gages for accepting the threads before and after
coating or plating follows on page xxx
The only exception to this rule is if the part drawing
specifically states “6g after coating/plating.” In these
rare cases, the before-coat threads must be made
smaller than the standard 6g size limits so that after
they are coated or plated they will not exceed the stan-

dard 6g GO and 6g NOGO size limits.
As stated in the beginning, this is the most misunderstood rule regarding the inspection of metric screw
threads. This misunderstanding is a major source of
disputes between threaded product suppliers and purchasers each year. I hope this brief article will help to

clarify this issue for all of those involved in the inspection and acceptance of externally threaded metric
screws, bolts, and components.
For more information on this or other fastener related quality issues, contact the author at 800-4352657 or sales@greensladeandcompany.com.
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